No. E28442 01204

Diesel Compressor
INSTRUCTION MANUAL

This manual should be thoroughly read and understood before any attempt is made to transport, operate, service or
repair this unit. It explains the correct procedures, which if followed, will result in operator safety, optimum
performance and long life of the equipment. Do not allow untrained or unqualified individuals to have any contact
with, or remain in the vicinity of this equipment when it is in operation. Please pay specific attention to any item
marked as

“WARNING” or

“CAUTION.”㻌 㻌 A copy of this manual should be provided in the equipment for

immediate reference. For detailed engine information, refer to the provided Engine Instruction Manual.

DIS-185SSI4F 

1. SafetyPrecautions
In order to ensure safe operation, the following symbols are used for explanation of
machine operation.
The following symbols, found throughout this manual, alert you to potentially
dangerous conditions for the operator, service personnel, or equipment.

WARNING:

This symbol refers to a hazard or unsafe practice which can
result in severe personal injury or death.

 CAUTION:

This symbol refers to a hazard or unsafe practice which can
result in personal injury, product damage, or property damage.

[Note] : This symbols show handling precautions for effective operation and
many years of satisfactory operation.
Some of the items shown by “

CAUTION” may also cause death or serious injury.

Be sure to observe all the items, as they are important for safe operation.
* If the machine is used by an outsider, you are requested to explain correct
handling and advise him or her to read this instruction manual carefully.
* Do not modify the machine at your discretion, as it affects the safety,
performance,or the life of the machine.
* If the machine is modified or it is used incorrectly against this manual or
unauthorized parts are used, the manufacturer warranty will become invalid.

CALIFORNIA
Proposition 65 Warning
Diesel engine exhaust and some of its constituents are known to the State of California
to cause cancer, birth defects, and other reproductive harm.

Battery posts, terminals and related accessories contain lead and lead compounds,
chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer and reproductive harm.
Wash hands after handling.
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Safety label
Safety labels are attached to the following positions of the machine:
* Keep these safety labels clean at all times.
* When safety labels are damaged or lost, contact distributor or our office
specifying the nameplate No. shown below and ask for new ones.

1. Warning : Rotating part

(M9030 0000)

2. Caution : High temp

(M9101 0000)

3. Warning : Radiator cap

(M9031 0000)

4. Warning : Safety Instruction

(E2510 0280)

5. Warning : Exhaust gas

(M9032 0000)

6. Warning : High pressure

(E2510 0300)

7. Warning : Residual pressure

(E2510 0310)
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WARNING
ENGINE EXHAUST can kill.
Ŷ Insufficient ventilation may lead to death due to
lack of oxygen or poisoning by exhaust gases.
* Do not use this machine in a place of poor ventilation
or in a place where exhaust gases build up.
* Do not use this machine indoors or in a storehouse,
tunnel, ship hold, tank, etc. with poor ventilation.
* If it becomes necessary to use this machine in the above places, the exhaust
pipe should be extended to a well ventilated place.
In this case, use a ventilatorto ensure proper ventilation.
* Do not direct the exhaust outlet to nearby pedestrians or houses.

WARNING
THE AIR DELIVERED can kill.
Ŷ Do not breathe the air delivered by compressor as
it may result in death.
The compressor must not be used for raising air
pressure in a room or for supplying air to divers.

WARNING
MOVING PARTS can cause severe injury.
Ŷ This machine has a rotary unit which runs at a
high speed.

[Note] : It is very dangerous to touch it.
* Be sure to close the door and lock it during
operation.
* When the door needs to be opened during operation,
do not put your hands and head in the machine to prevent them from being
caught in the machine which may lead to injury.
* When making a check or performing maintenance on the machine, be sure
to stop the machine in advance.
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WARNING
HOT COOLANT can cause severe scalding.
Ŷ If the radiator cap is opened while the water temperature
is high, steam or hot water will spout out.
* During operation or immediately after stopping the
machine, do not open the radiator cap while the water
temperature is high.
* When cooling water needs to be checked or supplied, wait until the engine is cooled.
(120 °F or less as measured with the water temperature gauge.)

WARNING
High pressure can cause severe injury.
Ŷ If the oil filler port is opened while the still has high
Internal pressure, hot compressor oil will spout out.
* During operation or immediately after stopping the
machine, do not open the oil filler port while the still
has high internal pressure.

WARNING
Residual pressure can cause severe injury.
Ŷ Never take off the piping while they have residual
pressure, as this can cause serious injury.
Be sure to release the residual pressure before
removing .
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CAUTION
HOT SURFACES can burn skin.
Ŷ High temperature parts are located in the machine.

[Note] : These parts are very dangerous if they are
used incorrectly.
* Be sure to close the door and lock it during operation.
* If the door needs to be opened during operation, do
not put your hands and head in the machine to
prevent unexpected burns.
* When making a check or performing maintenance on the machine, be sure to stop
be sure to stop the machine.
* The bonnet will still be hot even after the machine has stopped.
Be careful until the engine has completely cooled.

CAUTION
Noise
Ŷ This machine generates large amounts of noise, if the
door is open.
Large amounts of noise may cause hearing loss.
* Close and lock the door during operation.
* If opening the door is necessary during operation, be
sure to put on the ear protection.
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CAUTION
Battery
Ŷ Battery generates flammable gases.
Improper handling may lead to explosion or serious
injury.
* Battery should be charged in a well ventilated location.
Otherwise, flammable gases will accumulate, and may
ignite and explode.
* When connecting a booster cable, do not jumper the
terminals (+ and -).
Otherwise, the flammable gases generated from the battery may be ignited by
spark and explode.
* For maintenance of the machine, disconnect the ground cable on the ground side.
Ŷ The battery acid is dilute sulfuric acid.
Improper handling will cause unexpected burns.
* When the battery acid gets on your clothes or skin, wash it out with a large volume
of water immediately.
If it gets in your eyes, wash with a large volume of water immediately and consult
your doctor.
In the worst case, it will permanently damage your eyes.
Ŷ Be sure to stop the engine before checking or handling the battery.

CAUTION
Operator
Ŷ Do not operate the machine if tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
* This may cause unexpected accidents or injury.
Ŷ During checking or maintenance, be sure to put on suitable clothes and protectors.
* Do not put on baggy clothes, necklaces, etc., because they are easily caught by
projections which may cause injuries.
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CAUTION
Run away
Ŷ Be sure to set the wheel stoppers when not transporting.
Otherwise, the unit may move or run away and can
cause serious accidents.

CAUTION
Safety instructions on Trailer
Ŷ Improper operation of the trailer can result in accidents, causing severe injury
or death.
For moving or parking, be sure to follow the following instructions:
1. Place the unit on level hard ground.
Placing on an inclined location maycause free movement or tumbling which
can cause injuries.
2. Except for transportation, securely pull the parking brake (if it is fitted), and
always put on the wheel stoppers.
For 2-wheeled trailers, set up the standing bar or caster (if it is fitted) to fix
the unit securely.
3. For transportation, remove the stoppers and release the parking brake
(if it is fitted).
Use the parking brake only for parking, and never use it for braking the unit
when transporting.
4. For transportation, securely connect the unit to the towing system of the
towing vehicle, which should have an enough towing capacity and should be
driven by a qualified driver.
5. Put the unit on a truck for transporting the unit from a workshop.
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2. Specifications
ＭＯＤＥＬ

ＤＩＳ－１８５ＳＳＩ４Ｆ

COMPRESSOR
Type

Single stage, oil-cooled, screw type rotary compressor
185 cfm (5.2 m3 / min)

Actual free air delivery
Operating pressure

100 PSI (0.69 MPa)

Lube oil capacity

4.5 gal.

Oil chamber

6.1 gal. (23 L )

Compressor lube oil

(17 L)

Chevron CETUS PAO 32 or Shell Corena RS32 (XHVI)

ENGINE
Model

ISUZU 4LE2T

Emission Regulation
Type

EPA Final Tier 4
4-cycle, water-cooled diesel engine, direct injection
turbochaged, cooled EGR

Bore × stroke

3.35 in. × 3.78 in. (85 mm × 96 mm)

Displacement

133 cu.in. (2.179 L)

Rated output

48.3 HP (36 kW)

Speed, rated / no-load

2400 rpm / 1350 rpm

Lubricate oil capacity

2.75 gal. (10.4 L)

Coolant capacity
Fuel
Lubricating oil

2.1 gal. (7.9 L)
#2 Diesel fuel (Ultra low sulfur diesel fuel only.)
API service class CJ-4 class or JASO DH-2

Fuel tank
Battery

22.0 gal.

(83.2 L)

27 (CCA 0 °F

Exhaust Gas

840A)×1

DOC

After-treatment System
DIMENSIONS and WEIGHT
Length

129.3 in.

(3285 mm)

Width

65.7 in.

(1670 mm)

Height

59.3 in.

(1505mm)

Dry weight

2116 lbs.

(960 kg)

Total weight

2337 lbs.

(1060 kg)

The above specifications and set dimensions are subject to change.
Dry weight : This weight does not include cooling water, engine oil and fuel.
Total weight: This weight includes cooling water, engine oil and fuel.
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3. Outline
3-1 Outline and part names
1.

Instrument panel

7.

Exhaust gas outlet port

2.

Air outlet valve(s)

8.

Compressor lube oil level gauge

3.

Fuel inlet port

9.

Compressor lube oil drain port

4.

Lifting hook

10.

Fuel drain port

5.

Tie down(s)

11.

Engine lube oil drain port

6.

Coolant inlet

12.

Coolant drain port
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3-2 Instrumental panel and part names
The instruments panel contains all the meters, instruments and switches necessary
foroperating the machine:
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㹃 㸰㸯 㸯㸰 ࠉ 㸮㸵

1.

Main switch

2.

Hour meter

3

Digital controller
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㸯 㸮

㹍㹌

3-3 Meters
(1) Main switch
Power is turned “ON” and “OFF” with this switch.
When operating the machine, turn the key to the
“ON” position.
When not in operation, leave in the “OFF” position.
The key can be removed when in this position.

(2) Hour meter
This meter indicates the total running time of the
engine which runs electrically.
This meter displays the time when the starter is
at the "ON" position and the engine is running.

(3) Digital controller
This compressor’s control unit (Digital controller)
is linked to the electronic control of the engine
speed and air end output with high efficiency.
Engine start/stop, operating condition monitoring,
and fault error code numbers are displayed on the
LED.
<Display Contents>
࣭Delivery air pressure
࣭Engine speed
࣭Discharge air temperature
࣭Water temperature
࣭Fuel level
࣭Engine diagnostic tool
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3.4 Digital controller
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㹁㸿㹓㹒㹇㹍㹌㸸 㹀㹣㹤㹭㹰㹣㹳㹱㹧㹬㹥㸪ࠉ㹠㹣㹱㹳㹰㹣㹲㹭

㹰㹣㹟㹢㹇㹬 㹱㹲㹰㹳㹡㹲㹧㹭㹬㹋㹟㹬㹳㹟㹪 㸬

(1) RUN
When the Main switch is set to the “ON” position,
pressing this button for more than 1 second will
turn the engine on.
Engine will perform automatic warm-up before
starting.
After warm-up completes, engine will start.
(2) STOP
If pushed during operation, the engine will
immediately stop.

(3) Operation Display
After starting, once the engine surpasses the set
speed, this light will turn on (Green).
Light remains on while engine is running.

(4) Stop Display
Lights up when the engine stops while the Main
switch is set to “ON” position.
When the engine is stopping, the light turns
on (Red) when speed drops below the set point.
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(5) Preheat
This preheat LED display lamp turns on (Yellow)
when the “Run” key is pressed and the engine
pre-start warm-up begins.

(6) Charging warning
Lights up when a charging error occurs, such as
the engine coolant fan belt breaking while the
engine is running.
Normally turns on when Main switch is set to
“ON” position before the engine starts, then turns
off during normal operation.

(7) Display
When the Main switch is set to “ON” position
and power is supplied to the controller, the
Display shows the output pressure.
Display will turn off temporarily while engine is
starting, but once engine rises to a stable speed,
it will turn back on and display output pressure.
During operation, pressing the ͆Ў͇ key on the
Display will cycle between ENG. SPEED
ЍAIR TEMPERATUREЍWATER TEMPERATURE
operation conditions in that order.

(8) Fuel Level
Displays fuel tank level when Main switch is
turned to “ON” position.
When fuel level approaches Empty, the red LED
will turn half on.
When engine gets close to stalling, the red LED
will come on completely and the engine will stop.
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(9) Menu key
When the “MENU” key is pressed , the display
will cycle between

DISPLAYĺERROR CODE

ĺWARM UP TIME in that order.
The chosen items can be confirmed or settings
changed using the “Ĺ” and “Ļ” keys.

(10) “Ĺ” UP key
This “Ĺ” key is used to change items or values
in the items selected using the “MENU” key.

(11) “Ļ” DOWN key
This “Ļ” key is used to change items or values
in the items selected using the “MENU” key.

(12) DISPLAY
When this “DISPLAY” LED is lit, the operating
AIR PRESSURE, ENG.SPEED,
AIR TEMPERATURE, and
WATER TEMPERATURE can be displayed.
Pressing the “Ļ” key switches to the next display.
Additionally, when the engine is shut down due
to an error, the error code will be displayed.
(13) AIR PRESSURE
When this “AIR PRESSURE” LED is lit, the
output pressure value (PSI) can be displayed.

(14) ENG. SPEED
When this “ENG. SPEED” LED is lit, the
operating engine speed (rpm) can be displayed.
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(15) AIR TEMPERATURE
When this “AIR TEMPERATURE” LED is lit,
the operating output air temperature can be
displayed.

(16) WATER TEMPERATURE
When this “WATER TEMPERATURE” LED is
lit, the operating engine coolant temperature can
be displayed.

(17) ERROR CODE
When this “ERROR CODE” LED is lit, use the
“MENU” key to view the error history.
When there are more than two error items,
pressing the “Ў” key will display the next item.

(18) WARM UP TIME
When this “WARM UP TIME” LED is lit,
pressing the ͆MENU” key will allow the engine
start warm up time setting to be changed.
It is normally set to “AUTO”, but pressing the
“Ќ” key will allow the time to be switched from
30 sec.Ѝ60 sec.Ѝ90sec.Ѝ120 sec.Ѝ180 sec.

(19) OTHER FUNCTIONS
Not selectable with the normal “MENU” key.
Displayed when a setting change can be performed
as needed during pre-shipping test at factory or
when being serviced by maintenance workers.
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4. Operation
From pre-start check to shut down Be sure to check the machine prior to starting.
1. Checking prior to operation
2. Start-up
3. Stopping
4. Emergency stop and digital controller display

4-1 Checking prior to operation

WARNING
MOVING PARTS can cause severe injury.
Ŷ This machine has a rotary unit which runs at a
high speed.

[Note] : It is very dangerous to touch it.
* Be sure to close the door and lock it during operation.
* When the door needs to be opened during operation,
do not put your hands and head in the machine to
prevent them from being caught in the machine which may lead to injury.
* When making a check or performing maintenance on the machine, be sure
to stop the machine in advance.
To prevent unexpected trouble, be sure to check the following points:
(1) Check engine oil (lubricating oil)
(2) Check compressor oil
(3) Check oil chamber drainage
(4) Check engine cooling water
(5) Check fan belt
(6) Check fuel
(7) Check battery acid
(8) Check for loose parts
(9) Remove foreign objects in machine
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Inspection:
(1) Check engine oil
(Read the instruction manual for the engine
provided separately.)
ձUse the dipstick to check the engine oil level.
Make sure the oil level is always between
H and L.
ղ When it is below the low limit, add oil

immediately.
ճ A t the same time, use the dipstick to check
the oil’s condition.

[Note] : Oil is consumed gradually during operation.
Be careful about low oil levels when the machine is to be used
continuously for a long time.

(2) Check compressor oil
Check whether or not the oil level is within the
scope of the level gauge while the engine is off.

(3) Check oil chamber drainage
Open the drain valve slightly and extract drainage.
Close it immediately after oil flows out.
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(4) Check engine cooling water
(Read the instruction manual for the engine provided separately.)

WARNING
HOT COOLANT can cause severe scalding.
 ڦIf the radiator cap is opened while the
water temperature is high, steam or hot
water will spout out.
* During operation or immediately after stopping
the machine, do not open the radiator cap while
the water temperature is high.
* When cooling water needs to be checked or
supplied, wait until the engine has cooled.
ձConfirm that cooling water in the reserve tank
is within the range of FULL - LOW.
ղ When it is below the low limit, add water
immediately.
ճ Normally only the water level of the reserve
tank needs to be checked.
However, the radiator cap should be opened
once a week to check that water is full in the
radiator.

[Note] :
When closing the radiator cap after the water
level is checked or water is added, turn the
cap fully clockwise so that it can be firmly
tightened.
Otherwise, the cooling water will evaporate,
which results in serious damage to the engine.
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(5) Check fan belt
(Read the instruction manual for the engine provided separately.)
ձ Check the belt for tension and elongation.
Also, check it for damage and replace if
necessary.
ղ For adjustment or replacement of the belt,
refer to the engine instruction manual.

(6) Check fuel
ձBe sure to check the quantity of fuel prior
to operation to prevent lack of fuel during

㹄㹓㹃㹊㹊㹃㹔㹃㹊

operation.
㹃

ղLoosen the drain plug of the fuel tank

㸯㸰

㹄

from time to time, and remove sediment
and water at the bottom of the tank.

   FUEL LEVEL DISPLAY
㹄㹓㹃㹊㹊㹃㹔㹃㹊

㹃

㸯㸰

㹄

LEVEL 6

18.7 gal. 㹼 over

LEVEL 5

12.4 gal. 㹼 18.7 gal.

LEVEL 4

6.3 gal. 㹼 12.4 gal.

LEVEL 3

3.4 gal. 㹼

6.3 gal.

LEVEL 2

1.8 gal. 㹼

3.4 gal.

LEVEL 1

1.8 gal. less (Engine shutdown)
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Half-Lit Red LED
Full-Lit Red LED

(7) Check battery acid

CAUTION
The battery acid is dilute sulfuric acid. Improper handling will cause
unexpected burns.
ڦWhen the battery acid gets on your clothes
or skin, wash it out with a large volume
of water immediately.
If it gets in your eyes, wash it out with a large
volume of water immediately and consult your
doctor.
In the worst case, it will permanently damage
your eyes.
Remove the battery acid plug (cap) and check the liquid level (10-12mm
above the electrodes).
Supply distilled water if necessary.

(8) Check for loose parts
Check for loose bolts and nuts.
Loose parts should be tightened firmly.
(Nylon pipe union, Rubber hose joints,
air cleaner, muffler, etc. fittings).
Particularly, check for disconnection of electric
wiring, short-circuit and loose terminals.

(9) Remove foreign objects in machine
* Check that tools and cleaning cloth are not left in the machine.
Remove if necessary.
* Check the surroundings of the muffler and engine for presence of dust and
flammable objects. Remove if necessary.
* Check that the cooling air inlet and the cooling air outlet of machine are
not clogged with dust or other objects.
Remove if necessary.
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4-2 Start-Up
(1) Fully close air outlet valves.
(2) Turn the MAIN SWITCH key to the “ON” position.
㹋㸿㹇㹌㹑㹕㹇㹒㹁㹆
㹍㹄㹄

㹍㹌

(3) Press the “RUN” key on the Digital controller for more than 1 sec. to
activate the automatic preheat.
The engine will start after the preheat is complete.
Once the engine has started and has reached operating speed, the operating
condition LED next to the “RUN” key will light, and the unit automatically
enter warm-up mode.

㹐㹓㹌

㹐㹓㹌

(4) When the warm up is set to Auto Mode, the engine fluid temperature
check will be automatically performed.
The warm up operation will continue until the engine fluid temperate
reaches 86 °F (or the maximum time of 180 sec. is reached).
When the engine fluid temperature exceeds 86 °F, the warm up operation
will end after the minimum operation time (5 sec.) and the unit will
switch to the no load state.
WARM UP
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NO LOAD
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To change the warm up time
in cold conditions, select
“WARM UP TIME”using the
“MENU” key and use the

㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗

“Ĺ” key to change the setting.

㹃㹐㹐㹍㹐㹁㹍㹂㹃

“Auto” is the default mode,

㹕㸿㹐㹋㹓㹎㹒㹇㹋㹃
㸿㹳㹲㹭㸦㹋㹧㹬㸰㸮㸧㹼㸯㸶㸮
㹑 㹣㹡㸬

but pressing the “Ĺ” key will
switch the warm up time to
30 secЍ60 secЍ90 sec
Ѝ120 secЍ180 sec.
(5) Open the air outlet valve(s) to deliver compressed air, while confirming
that the engine evenly increases speed by opening the valve and smoothly
decreases by closing the valve.
Press the “Ļ” key to confirm the operating condition while unit is operating.
          No load

Full load
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㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗

) 㹕㸿 㹒㹃 㹐 㹒 㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃
㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗

㹎㹓㹑㹆

㹎㹓㹑㹆

36, 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹎 㹐 㹃 㹑 㹑 㹓 㹐 㹃

36, 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹎 㹐 㹃 㹑 㹑 㹓 㹐 㹃

USP 㹃 㹌 㹅 㹑 㹎 㹃 㹃 㹂 ࠉ

USP 㹃 㹌 㹅 㹑 㹎 㹃 㹃 㹂 ࠉ

) 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹒㹃 㹋㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃

) 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹒 㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃

) 㹕 㸿 㹒 㹃 㹐 㹒㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃

) 㹕 㸿 㹒 㹃 㹐 㹒 㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃
㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗

㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗

㹎㹓 㹑 㹆

㹎㹓㹑㹆

36, 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹎 㹐 㹃 㹑 㹑 㹓 㹐 㹃

36, 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹎 㹐 㹃㹑 㹑 㹓 㹐 㹃

USP 㹃 㹌 㹅 㹑 㹎 㹃 㹃 㹂ࠉ

USP 㹃 㹌 㹅 㹑 㹎 㹃 㹃 㹂 ࠉ

) 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹒 㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃

) 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹒㹃 㹋㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃
) 㹕 㸿 㹒 㹃 㹐 㹒㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃

) 㹕 㸿 㹒 㹃㹐 㹒 㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃
㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗

㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗

㹎㹓 㹑 㹆

㹎㹓㹑㹆

36, 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹎 㹐 㹃 㹑 㹑 㹓 㹐 㹃

36, 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹎 㹐 㹃㹑 㹑 㹓 㹐 㹃

USP 㹃 㹌 㹅 㹑 㹎 㹃 㹃 㹂ࠉ

USP 㹃 㹌 㹅 㹑 㹎 㹃 㹃 㹂 ࠉ

) 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹒 㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃

) 㸿 㹇 㹐 㹒㹃 㹋㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃
) 㹕 㸿 㹒 㹃 㹐 㹒㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃

) 㹕 㸿 㹒 㹃㹐 㹒 㹃 㹋 㹎 㹃 㹐 㸿 㹒 㹓 㹐 㹃
㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗

㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗
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4-3 Stopping
(1) Close air outlet valve(s).
The engine speed will reduce to no load speed.
Run the engine at no load speed until it cools.
(2) Push the “STOP” key.
The engine stops and the compressed air remaining in the compressor will
be automatically discharged.
Do not attempt to quickly discharge it through the air outlet valve(s).

㹑㹒㹍㹎

㹑㹒㹍㹎

[Note] : Never discharge the compressed air through the outlet valve(s);
oil may sometimes be mixed with the discharged air.
(3) The residual air will be discharged in about 90 seconds.
Restart the engine after confirming that the pressure gauge reads 0 (zero).
If there is residual pressure when the engine is restart, the digital
controller will display “rtp” and the starter will not begin operation.
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4-4 Emergency stop and Digital controller display
The engine will not start if an error is found before starting.
If an error occurs during operation, the engine will be shutdown, the
Digital controller will display the error code, and the ERROR CODE LED
will light.
Error codes display as “E” codes (emergency shut down) or “A” codes (alarm).
For information on engine error “DTC” codes.

㹂㹇㹑㹎㹊㸿㹗

㹃㹐㹐㹍㹐㹁㹍㹂㹃

㹕㸿㹐㹋㹓㹎㹒㹇㹋㹃
㸿㹳㹲㹭㸦㹋㹧㹬㸰㸮㸧㹼㸯㸶㸮㹑㹣㹡㸬

Error Code

Details of trouble

㹃 㸮㸯

P1 Pressure Sensor abnormal.

㹃 㸮㸰

P2 Pressure Sensor abnormal.

㹃 㸮㸱

P3 Pressure Sensor abnormal.

㹃 㸮㸲

Discharge Air Temp. Sensor abnormal.

㹃 㸮㸳

Fuel Level Sender abnormal.

㹃 㸮㸴

Controller circuit board signal error “1”.

㹃 㸮㸵

Controller circuit board signal error “2”.

㹃 㸯㸮

Engine Low Speed.

㹃 㸯㸯

Battery Charging abnormal.

㹃 㸯㸰

Emergency Stop device “1” signal input.

L.oil.P

Engine Low oil pressure.

H.co.t

High Engine Coolant Temperature.

㹃 㸯㸲

Low Fuel Level. (Empty)

㹃 㸯㸳

Engine controller processing time out error.

㹃 㸯㸴

Emergency Stop device “2” signal input.

㹃 㸯㸶

Engine CAN signal error.

㹃 㸰㸮

High Discharge Air Temperature.

㹃 㸰㸰

Discharge Air pressure abnormally high.

㹃 㸰㸱

Proportional Sol.V abnormally low current.

㹃 㸰㸲

Proportional Sol.V over current.

㹃 㸷㸵

Memory error.

㹃 㸷㸷

Controller microprocessor WDT error.

㸿 㸯㸮

Engine Air Cleaner clogging.

㸿 㸰㸯

Compressor Oil Filter clogging.
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Engine Status

Engine shutdown

(No engine behavior change)

All other CAN signal error codes (CAN SPN–FMI) from the Isuzu Engine
Control Module㸦ECM㸧will be converted to “DTC” codes and displayed.
㸯㸬Sensor System
DTC Code

Details of trouble

Engine Status

㸮㸱㸲㸮

Cam sensor. (No signal)

Unable to restart engine

㸮㸱㸱㸳

Crank sensor.(No signal)

Engine stall

㸮㸱㸱㸴

Crank sensor. (Abnormal signal)

Engine stall

㸮㸮㸯㸴

Cam sensor phase shifting.

Unable to restart engine

㸮㸯㸯㸱

Intake air temperature sensor. (High voltage)

Engine stall

㸮㸯㸯㸰

Intake air temperature sensor. (Low voltage)

Engine stall

㸮㸯㸯㸶

Water temperature sensor. (High voltage)

Engine stall

㸮㸯㸯㸵

Water temperature sensor. (Low voltage)

Engine stall

㸮㸮㸷㸶

Manifold temperature (IMT) sensor.(High voltage)

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸮㸷㸵

Manifold temperature (IMT) sensor.(Low voltage)

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸰㸱㸶

Boost pressure sensor. (High voltage)

Engine stall

㸮㸰㸱㸵

Boost pressure sensor. (Low voltage)

Engine stall

㸮㸲㸮㸷

EGR position sensor.

Engine stall

㸰㸰㸰㸷

Barometric pressure sensor. (High voltage)

Engine stall

㸰㸰㸰㸶

Barometric pressure sensor. (Low voltage)

Engine stall

㸮㸯㸶㸱

Fuel temperature sensor. (High voltage)

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸯㸶㸰

Fuel temperature sensor. (Low voltage)

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸯㸷㸱

Common rail pressure sensor. (High voltage)

Engine stall

㸮㸯㸷㸰

Common rail pressure sensor. (Low voltage)

Engine stall

㸮㸳㸰㸱

Engine oil pressure sensor. (High voltage)

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸳㸰㸰

Engine oil pressure sensor. (Low voltage)

(No engine behavior change)

㸯㸮㸷㸶

Boost temperature sensor. (High voltage)

(No engine behavior change)

㸯㸮㸷㸵

Boost temperature sensor. (Low voltage)

(No engine behavior change)

㸰㸯㸰㸱

Accelerator sensor 1. (High voltage)

1system malfunction

㸰㸯㸰㸰

Accelerator sensor 1. (Low voltage)

(No engine behavior change)

㸰㸯㸰㸶

Accelerator sensor 2. (High voltage)

2systems malfunction

㸰㸯㸰㸵

Accelerator sensor 2. (Low voltage)

Engine speed reduced

㸰㸯㸱㸶

Accelerator sensor 1-2 comparison.

(Idle running)
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㸰㸬External device system
DTC Code

Details of trouble

Engine Status

㸮㸲㸮㸲

EGR valve control.

㸯㸲㸮㸲

EGR zero-point learning.

㸮㸮㸷㸰

SCV driving system +B short.

㸮㸮㸷㸯

SCV driving system disconnection, ground short.

㸮㸰㸮㸯

Injection nozzle #1 driving system disconnection.

㸮㸰㸮㸰

Injection nozzle #2 driving system disconnection.

Engine rough / stall

㸮㸰㸮㸱

Injection nozzle #3 driving system disconnection.

(3 cylinder operation)

㸮㸰㸮㸲

Injection nozzle #4 driving system disconnection.

Engine stall

㸱㸬Fuel system
DTC Code

Details of trouble

㸮㸮㸶㸷

Common rail pressure.(Pump over pressure feed)

㸮㸮㸶㸵

Pressure limiter open.

㸯㸮㸷㸱
㸮㸮㸷㸱

Common rail pressure down.
(Pump pressure feed insufficient)

Engine Status

Engine stall

Common rail pressure down.
(No pump pressure feed)

㸲㸬Engine protection
DTC Code

Details of trouble

Engine Status

㸮㸰㸯㸵

Overheat

Engine shutdown

㸮㸰㸯㸷

Overrun.

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸳㸰㸯

Engine oil pressure down

Engine shutdown

㸳㸬External circuit system
DTC Code

Details of trouble

Engine Status

㸮㸱㸶㸮

Glow relay.

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸴㸯㸳

Starter cut relay.

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸴㸶㸳

Main relay system. (Not connected)

Engine shutdown

㸮㸴㸶㸵

Main relay system. (Not disconnected)

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸳㸴㸱

Battery system high voltage.

(No engine behavior change)
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㸴㸬Internal circuit system
DTC Code

Details of trouble

Engine Status

㸯㸰㸴㸯

Charge circuit. (Bank1)

Engine rough / stall

㸯㸰㸴㸰

Charge circuit. (Bank2)

(2 cylinder operation)

㸮㸴㸿㹄

Injector IC.

㸮㸴㸿㹄

Injector IC check sum.

㸮㸴㸿㹄

Injector IC connection.

㸯㸴㸮㸴

SWITCH-IC_1 internal.

㸯㸴㸮㸴

SWITCH-IC_1 connection.

㸮㸴㸮㹀

A/D conversion.

Engine stall

㸯㸴㹍㹀

ADIC.

Engine stall

㸮㸴㸮㸴

CPU.

㸮㸴㸮㸴

CPU monitoring IC.

㸮㸴㸮㸯

ROM.

㸯㸴㸰㸯

EEPROM.

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸴㸲㸯

5V power supply 1 voltage.

(No engine behavior change)

㸮㸴㸳㸯

5V power supply 2 voltage.

Engine stall

㸮㸴㸷㸵

5V power supply 3 voltage.

(No engine behavior change)

㸯㸴㸳㸳

5V power supply 4 voltage.

Engine stall

㸮㸴㸮㸲

RAM.

㸮㸴㸮㸰

QR code.

(No engine behavior change)

㸰㸯㸲㸴

Injection nozzle common 1 driving system.

Engine rough / stall

㸰㸯㸲㸷

Injection nozzle common 2 driving system.

(2 cylinder operation)

Engine shutdown
(Unable to restart)
(No engine behavior change)

Engine stall
(Unable to start)
Engine stall
Engine shutdown
(Unable to start)

Engine shutdown
(Unable to start)

㸵㸬Communication system
DTC Code

Details of trouble

Engine Status

㸮㸮㸵㸱

CAN Bus.

Engine speed reduced

㸮㸯㸮㸯

CAN time-out.

(Idle running)

If the engine cannot be started with the DTC code displayed, please contact
an Isuzu dealer.
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5. Lubricationcooling water and fuel etc.
5-1 Engine oil
Use specified engine oil, as it greatly affects the startup operation and life of
the engine.

(1) Oil type
Use oil CJ-4 class or higher, classified by API service.

(2) Oil viscosity
Recommended oil viscosity is SAE 10W-40, all-season type.
Use oil according to ambient temperature referring to the table below.
Ambient temperature (°F)
-22

 -4

14

32

50

68

86

                㹑 㸿㹃㸰㸮
       㹑㸿㹃㸱㸮
    㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㻌 㹑㸿㹃㸳㹕㸫㸰㸮

         㹑 㸿㹃㸯㸮㹕㸫㸲㸮

           㹑 㸿㹃㸯㸳㹕㸫㸲㸮

[Note] Do not mix different kinds of oil, as oil quality will deteriorate.
(3) Quantity of replacement oil

㸰㸵㸳JDO 㸯㸮㸲㹊 
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5-2 Cooling water
(1) Cooling water to be used
Use distilled mineral free water to avoid corrosion in the cooling system.

(2) Cold weather cooling water
When cooling water is likely to be frozen in cold weather, mix it with
Long Life Coolant (LLC).
LLC should be within the range of 30-50% of the total.
Standard mixing rates of LLC and operating ambient temperature are as show below.
Mixing rates of LLC
30 %
40 %
50 %

Operating ambient temperature
14 °F
-4 °F
-22°F

In general, LLC needs to be replaced after 2 years of use.

(3) Total quantity of cooling water

㸰㸯JDO 㸵㸷㹊 
Included reserve tank capacity.

5-3 Fuel
(1) Fuel to be used
ULTRA LOW SULFUR DIESEL FUEL (ASTM D975-No.1-D & No.2-D)

[Note] :
If other kinds of fuel are used or the fuel being used contains water or
impurities, it will deteriorate engine performance or lead to serious trouble.

5-4 Compressor lube oil
Use lube oil exclusively for this series of rotary compressors.
For engine lube oils, refer to the Engine Instruction Manual.

(1) Compressor lube oil and standard replacement interval
Compressor lube oil : MULTIQUIP INC. genuine compressor oil
Chevron CETUS PAO 32 or equivalent, Shell Corena RS32 (XHVI).
However, when in a high-temperature environment where the external air
temperature may exceed 86°F, change to VG46 oil for continuous rated operation.

[Note] :
VG46 can be used in summer season on high ambient temperature only.
Replacement interval : Every 1000 hours for normal operation.
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(2) Precautions on oil replacement
Never mix lube oils of different brands or fresh lube oil with oil in the tank.
Such mixing occasionally produces insoluble glue, lacquer, or shellacs, which
may cause the oil filter to become clogged and break down or cause abnormal
wear of the rotor or bearings, resulting in serious damage.
Periodically check the lube for degradation, discoloration, excessive viscosity,
and impurities.
When the machine is operated under the following conditions, the lube oil
changing intervals may have to be shortened to about 100 hours:
(1) Operation in poorly ventilated locations where the ambient temperature
rises excessively.
(2) Operation for long duration of time, especially in a tunnel or high
humidity.
(3) Operation in dusty or sandy locations.
Be sure to change the initial lube oil after 500 hours of operation.
Your compressor is provided with Chevron CETUS PAO 32 at the factory
priorto shipment.
If you replace it with an lube oil of a different brand, be sure to fully
extract the old oil before feeding the fresh one.

(3) Quantity of replacement oil

㸲㸳JDO 㸯㸵㹊 


(4) Lube oil changing procedures
(1) Operate the compressor for a while to warm the oil so that it may be drained easily.
(2) Shut down the compressor and confirm that the air pressure has reached 0 (zero).
Then, open the drain valve on the lower part of the oil chamber and drain.
Disconnect the oil cooler pipe joints and drain the oil remaining in each
pipe and in the oil cooler.
(3) Close the drain valve and securely tighten the pipe joints.
(4) Fill the oil chamber with fresh oil until the oil level reaches the upper limit.
(5) Operate the compressor and thoroughly check each part for any oil leakage.
(6) Stop the engine.
After confirming that the air pressure gauge indicates 0(zero), check the oil level.
Add oil if necessary.
(5) Cold weather operation
The pour point of the Chevron CETUS PAO 32 which is provided to the
compressorat the factory is -51 °F.
Use lube oil with a pour point of -51 °F or lower for ambient temperature
below 23 °F.
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6. Battery handling
CAUTION
BATTERY
 ڦBattery generates flammable gases.
Improper handling may lead to explosion or serious
injury.
* Battery should be charged in a well ventilated location.
Otherwise, flammable gases will accumulate and may
ignite or explode.
* When connecting a booster cable, do not jumper the
terminals (“+” and “-”).
The flammable gases generated from the battery may
be ignited by a spark and explode.
* For maintenance of the machine, disconnect the cable on the ground side.
 ڦThe battery acid is dilute sulfuric acid.
Improper handling will cause unexpected burns.
* When the battery acid gets on your clothes or skin, wash it out with a large
volume of water immediately.
If it gets in your eyes, wash with a large volume of water immediately and
consult your doctor.
In the worst case, it will permanently damage your eyes.
 ڦFor checking or handling of the battery, be sure to stop the engine.
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6-1 Battery charging Caution
Charging a loaded battery
* Disconnect the wiring cable from the battery terminals before charging
(Otherwise, the alternator may be damaged due to unusual voltage applied to the
alternator).
* When disconnecting the wiring cables from the battery terminals, remove the ground
cable first (If a tool touches the space between the “+” terminal and the machine,
electric sparks will occur which is very dangerous).
When connecting the wiring cables to the battery terminals, connect the ground
cable last.
* While the battery is being charged, open all the liquid plugs to discharge the gas.
Keep the battery away from fire to prevent unexpected explosion.
Handle the battery carefully to prevent electric sparks.
* If the battery is overheated (liquid temperature above 113 㺽F ), stop charging for
a while.
* At the completion of charging, stop charging immediately.
(For relation between battery charge condition and specific gravity see p.36)
If the battery continues charging the following issues will occur.
(1) Battery overheat
(2) Decrease in battery acid
(3) Deterioration of battery performance
* Do not connect the battery polarity in reverse (connection of “+” and “-” or
“-” and “+”) to prevent damage to the alternator and other problems.
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6-2 Connecting booster cables and installation
When the engine is started using booster cables, connect the cables as follows.

(1) Connection of booster cable
ձ Connect the clip of booster cable “A” to
the “+” terminal of the machine in trouble.
ղ Connect the other clip of booster cable “A”
to the “+” terminal of the normal machine.
ճ Connect the clip of booster cable “B” to
terminal “B” to the “-” terminal of normal
machine.
մ Connect the other clip of booster cable “B”
to the engine block of the machine in
trouble.

(2) Removal of booster cable
ձ Remove the clip of booster cable “B”
connected to the engine block of the
machine in trouble.
ղ Remove the clip of booster cable “B”
connected to the “-” terminal of the
normal machine.
ճ Remove the clip of booster cable “A”
connected to the “+” terminal of the
normal machine.
մ Remove the clip of booster cable “A”
connected to the “+” terminal of the
machine in trouble.

(3) Caution on handling booster cables
ձ Use booster cables and clips of a size that matches the size of battery.
ղ The battery of the normal machine should be the same in capacity as the battery
of the machine in trouble.
ճ After connection, make sure that clips are firmly connected.
մ When connecting booster cables, make sure that the “+” terminal does not touch
the “-” terminal.
յ The engine block should be connected at a place more than 12inches away from the
battery.
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7. Periodical checking and maintenance
7-1 Maintenance schedule

100 hours: Check/every 100 hours
* Check fan belt
* Clean air cleaner element

250 hours: Check/every 250 hours
* Check battery specific gravity

500 hours: Check/every 500 hours
* Replace engine oil
* Replace engine oil filter cartridge
* Check and Clean Oil return filter orifice
* Replace engine air cleaner element
* Replace engine fuel filter element
* Check operation of the safety valve

1000 hours: Check/every 1000 hours
* Replace compressor oil
* Replace compressor oil filter cartridge
* Replace compressor air cleaner element
* Check inlet valve seal
* Replace O-ring in minimum pressure valve
* Replace O-ring in compressor oil filler port
* Clean radiator and oil cooler
* Clean inside fuel tank
* Check rubber suspension
* Check acoustic sheeting

Other service requirements
* Check oil separator cartridge
* Check nylon and rubber hose
* Check & replace coupling element
* Replace Long Life Coolant
This manual only shows main engine system checks.
For details, refer to the instruction manual for the engine provided separately.
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7-2 Check/every 100 hours
(1) Check fan belt
(Read the instruction manual for the engine provided separately.)
ձCheck the belt for tension and elongation.
Also, check it for damage and replace if necessary.
ղFor adjustment or replacement of the belt, refer to the
engine instruction manual.

(2) Cleaning the air cleaner element
This element should be cleaned, regardless of operating time,
when air filter indicator lights on.
* Check the element for any damage while it is being
cleaned.
Replace if necessary.
* Before installing the air cleaner, wipe off dirt on the
element cover.
* When inserting the element, make sure it presses
completely against the side.

Parts No.: Engine air cleaner element
Y06020 46366 (outer)
Y06020 46615 (safety)

Parts No.: Compressor air cleaner element
Y06020 46365 (outer)
Y06020 46634 (safety)
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7-3 Check/every 250 hours
(1) Checking battery specific gravity.
If battery is likely to be discharged due to failure in startup of the engine,
measure the specific gravity of battery acid.
The relation between battery charge condition (charging rate) and specific
gravity is as shown below.
Liquid temp.
68 °F

32 °F

14 °F

(20 Υ)

(0 Υ)

(-10 Υ)

100 %

1.28

1.29

1.30

Charging

90 %

1.26

1.27

1.28

rate

80 %

1.24

1.25

1.26

75 %

1.23

1.24

1.25

Each value has a deviation of ±0.01.
When the charging rate is below 75 %, the battery needs to be recharged.
ࠕ6-1. Caution on battery charge see p.32 ࠖ

7-4 Check/every 500 hours
(1) Replacement of engine oil
Replace the engine oil every 500 hours.
ձ Open the engine oil drain valve and discharge oil completely.
It can be discharged easily when the engine is warm.
ղ After the supply engine oil is discharged, close the drain valve firmly.
ճ Charge new engine oil from the oil filler until it reaches the notched
line of the “H” on the dipstick.
For oil quantity. (see p.28)
մ After the engine oil is supplied, run the engine for a few minutes.
Check that oil is supplied to the level between H and L.
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(2) Replacement of engine oil filter cartridge
Ŷ Cartridge type
(Cartridge type is a combination of filter case and element.)
ձ Remove the cartridge type element (cartridge) using a filter
wrench.
ղ Clean the filter base.
Coat the packing of new cartridge with thin layer of engine
oil.
Then mount the cartridge.
When mounting, tighten the cartridge from 3/4 to 1 turn
by using filter wrench after the packing is fitted to the
seal of the filter base.
ճ After the element is replaced, run the engine for a while.
Then check to see that oil is supplied to the level between
H and L.

(3) Oil return filter orifice
Check and clean the filter orifice.

Parts No.: Filter orifice
Y06033 10087

(4) Replacement of engine air cleaner element
The element should be replaced according to “Cleaning of air cleaner element”.
(see p.35)
(normally about every 500 hours or 2 years).
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(5) Replacing fuel filter elements (Pre Filter and Main Filter)
Discharging fuel
ձ Place a container for receiving the fuel
under the drain valve.
ղ Loosen the drain valve, and discharge the
fuel contained within the fuel filter.

Removing the fuel filter elements

13-16 lbs.ft

ձ Remove the entire element including the
ball from the filter unit (Using the fuel
filter wrench).
ղ Remove the element from the ball.
Clean the ball and O-ring groove.
* Be careful not to damage or discard the ball because it will be used later.

Mounting the fuel filter elements
ձRemove the dirt and foreign matter on the mounting surface, if any.
ղApply light oil to a new O-ring thinly and set it on the sealing surface
of the ball.
ճSecurely incorporate the ball into a new element with your hands.
մApply light oil to a new O-ring thinly and set it on the sealing surface
of the top surface of the element.
յMount the incorporated element and ball to the filter unit securely with
your hands.
նFasten the drain valve.
շStart the priming pump to bleed the air contained in the system.
ոFasten the air bleeding plug.

(6) Checking operation of the safety valve
Check the safety valve operates correctly.
If the safety valve releases air by pulling the lever in a no-load
condition (112 psi at the receiver pressure), it is normal.
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13-16 lbs.ft

7-5 Check/every 1000 hours
(1) Replacing compressor oil
Replacing procedures: refer to lube oil changing
procedures (see p.30) .

(2) Replacing compressor oil filter cartridge
ձ Remove the cartridge type element using filter wrench.
ղ Clean the filter base.
Coat the packing of the new cartridge with thin layer
compressor oil.
Then, mount the cartridge.
When mounting, tighten the cartridge about from 2/3
turn by using filter wrench after the packing is fitted
to the seal of the filter base.
ճ After the cartridge is replaced, run the engine for a
while.
Then, check to see that oil is supplied to the level
between H and L, after confirming that the delivery
air pressure gauge reads 0 (zero).

Parts No.: Compressor oil filter cartridge
E29240 00354
(3) Replacement of compressor air cleaner element
The element should be replaced according to “Cleaning the air cleaner element”.
(see p.35)
(normally about every 1000 hours or 2 years).

(4) Checking inlet valve seal
Check the inlet valve seal, and replace it with a new
one as required.

Parts No.: Seal kit
Y06030 43251
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(5) Replacement of O-ring in minimum pressure valve
Remove the minimum pressure valve from compressor
oil chamber, replace the O-ring.

Parts No.: O-ring
ձ Y01556 00123
ղ Y01555 00132

(6) Replacement of O-ring in compressor filler port
Remove the compressor oil filler port from compressor
oil chamber, replace the O-ring.

(7) Checking radiator and oil cooler
When the fin or tube is clogged, it should be cleaned
with steam or high pressure water.

[Note]
When a high pressure washer is used, spray water
from a place about 5ft. away to prevent damage
to the fin or tube.

(8) Cleaning inside fuel tank
Drain the fuel in the fuel tank completely, and wash
out deposits and water collected inside the tank.

(9) Checking the rubber suspension
Check if the rubber suspension is damaged or deformed by the oil.
Contact distributor or our office to replace the rubber suspension if necessary.
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(10) Checking the acoustic sheeting
Check if the acoustic sheeting is damaged.
Contact distributor or our office to replace the acoustic sheeting if necessary.

7-6Otherservicerequirements
(1) Checking the oil separator cartridge
When the oil in the delivery air seems to have increased,
check and replace oil separator cartridge
(normally about every 2000 hours or 1 year).
As with an air cleaner element, the service life of an oil
separator cartridge differs substantially depending upon
operating conditions.
Replacement is overdue when oil contained in the delivery
air comes out of the valves.

Parts No.: Oil separator cartridge
E29240 00214

(2) Checking on nylon and rubber hoses
Check if the nylon and rubber hoses have hardened or deteriorate.
(normally about every 2000 hours or 3 years)
Contact distributor or our office to replace the nylon and rubber hoses if necessary.

(3) Checking & replacing the coupling element
Check if the coupling element have hardened or deteriorated.
(normally about every 4000 hours)
Contact distributor or our office to replace coupling element if necessary.

(4) Replace Long Life Coolant (LLC)
In general, LLC needs to be replaced after 2 years of use.
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7-7 Table of periodical maintenance and check

List of maintenance and inspection

ۍ: Check or Clean ۑ: Replacement
Every Every Every Every Every Every
Daily
100h 250h 500h 1000h 2000h 4000h

Engine
Check oil level and stain of oil

ۍ

Check cooling water

ۍ

Check fan belt tension and elongation

ۍ

Check fuel level

ۍ

Check fuel filter / Water separator bowl

ۍ

Check battery acid level

ۍ

Check water and oil leakage

ۍ

Check bolts and nuts for looseness

ۍ

Check exhaust color, sound and vibration

ۍ

Check on meters and warning lamps

ۍ

Adjust

ۍ

Clean air cleaner element

ۍ

Check specific gravity of battery
Replace engine oil

ۑ

Replace engine oil filter cartridge

ۑ

Replace fuel filter element (Pre & Main)

ۑ

Replace air cleaner element

ۑ

Clean radiator and oil cooler

ۍ

Clean inside fuel tank

ۍ

Check rubber suspension

ۍ


Replace cooling water (LLC)
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RU\HDUV 

ۑ

List of maintenance and inspection

ۍ: Check or Clean ۑ: Replacement
Every Every Every Every Every Every
Daily
100h 250h 500h 1000h 2000h 4000h

Compressor
Check compressor oil level

ۍ

Draining through oil chamber drain

ۍ


ۍ

Clean air cleaner element



Check & Clean Oil return filter orifice

ۍ

Check operation of the safety valve

ۍ


Replace air cleaner element

ۑ

Replace compressor oil

(* )ۑ

a

ۑ

Replace compressor oil filter cartridge

( * )ۑa

ۑ
ۍ

Check inlet valve seal
Replace O-ring in minimum pressure

ۑ

valve
Replace O-ring in compressor oil filler

ۑ

port
Check rubber suspension

ۍ

Check acoustic sheet

ۍ

Check oil separator cartridge



RU\HDUV 

ۑ



Check nylon and rubber hose



RU\HDUV 

ۑ



ۑ



Check & replace electro-pneumatic valve


Check & replace coupling element



RU\HDUV 

* a : For initial operation of a new compressor, change compressor oil & filter cartridge
after 500 hours.
Contact distributor or our office.
Inspection time depends on the engine, for details, please refer “Engine Instruction
Manual” provided separately.
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ۑ

8. TroubleshootingandCountermeasures
Should the machine be out of order during operation, check for causes and
take appropriate countermeasures:

8-1. ENGINE DOESNOTSTART
(1) Starter does not rotate or only rotates slowly
Battery has been discharged.
Battery terminals are disconnected,
loosened, and / or degraded.
Grounding is not sufficiently conducted.
Main switch, main fuse power relay,
and / or starter are defective.
Engine controller (ECM) is defective.

··· Check electrolyte level and specific gravity.
··· Clean and securely connect.
··· Securely connect the grounding wire.
··· Call service shop.
··· Call service shop.

(2) Starter rotates but the engine does not start
No fuel.

··· Replenish.

Fuel filter is clogged.

··· Replace.

Fuel used is deteriorated or improper.

··· Use light oil.

Preheating system is defective.

··· Call service shop.

(3) Cold weather
Fuel is frozen.
Water accumulated in fuel system

··· Use fuel for cold weather (such as ASTM
No.1-D).
··· Warm the system to fully extract water

is frozen.

contained in the fuel tank, filter, and pipes.

Engine oil is excessively viscous.

··· Replace with oil of appropriate viscosity.

Compressor oil is excessively viscous.

··· Use oil with pour point lower than -22 㺽 F.

Battery is not fully charged.

··· Charge.
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8-2 ENGINE STOPS DURING OPERATION
(1) IF THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE COMPRESSOR:
Air pressure is too high.
Pressure sensor is defective.

··· Call service shop.

Proportional solenoid valve is frozen.

··· Check and repair.

Inlet valve seal is damaged.

··· Check and repair.

Air Pressure control pipes are frozen.

··· Check and repair frozen parts.

OTHERS
Compressor oil is excessively viscous.

···Replace with less viscous oil.

(2) IF THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG WITH THE ENGINE:
Problems in fuel system
Fuel tank is empty.

··· Replenish.

Air is not fully extracted.

··· Fully extract air from fuel.

Fuel filter is clogged.

··· Replace.

Fuel is deteriorated or different.

··· Use light oil.

Fuel injection system is defective.

··· Call service shop.

Engine oil level is higher than the
upper limit.

··· Reduce it to the upper limit.

Engine oil is excessively viscous.

··· Replace with less viscous oil.

Engine oil pressure is reduced.

··· Replace engine oil and oil filter.

Overheating.

··· Compressor sucks exhaust gas from other
compressors operated in parallel.

OTHERS
Warm up time is not sufficient in

··· Increase the controller’s WARM UP TIME

cold conditions.

and restart engine.

(3) IF THERE IS SOMETHING WRONG WITH ELECTRIC
INSTRUMENTATION:
Emergency stop circuit is abnormal
Switch or sensor is defective.

··· Check and repair.

Wiring to water temperature sensor,
oil pressure sensor, discharge air

··· Check and repair or call service shop.

temperature sensor is disconnected.
Engine control unit is defective.

··· Check and repair or call service shop.
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8-3 NO AIR IS DELIVERED
Service valve is closed.

··· Open.

Minimum pressure valve is abnormal.

··· Overhaul and clean.

Proportional solenoid valve is abnormal. ··· Check and replace.
Pressure sensor P1 or P2 is abnormal.

… Check and replace.

8-4 SAFETY VALVE OPERATES
Pressure control piping is frozen.

··· Check and repair frozen parts.

Proportional solenoid valve is frozen.

··· Check and repair frozen parts.

Air leaks from control pressure pipe.

··· Check and repair.

Pressure sensor P1 or P2 is frozen.

··· Check and repair.

Safety valve is set to low value.

··· Replace.

Air leaks from inlet valve seal.

··· Check and repair.

8-5 ENGINE SPEEDS DOWN BEFORE AIR PRESSURE
REACHES 100 psi
Fuel filter is clogged.

··· Check filter element and replace.

Fuel is deteriorated or different.

··· Use light oil.

Engine air cleaner is clogged.

··· Clean air cleaner element or replace.

Engine fuel system is abnormal.

··· Call service shop.

Engine is defective.

··· Call service shop.

8-6 DELIVERY AIR VOLUME IS LOW (pressure is insufficient)
Engine does not reach selected speed.

··· see 8-5.

Compressor air cleaner is clogged.

··· Clean air cleaner element or replace.

Too much air is consumed by load.

··· Recheck air consumption by the load.

Air leaks from a load-side pipe.

··· Check the pipe.

Compressor oil filter is clogged.

··· Replace filter.

Inlet valve does not work correctly.

··· Check and repair the regulator.
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8-7 OVERHEATING
Re-confirm surrounding conditions.
Cooling water is empty or low.
Fan belt is loose.
Radiator and oil cooler cores are
clogged.

··· Reduce suction of exhaust gas.
··· Check and replenish cooling water.
Check and replace radiator cap.
··· Check and retighten.
··· Clean.

Delivery pressure is high.

··· Check and repair pressure regulator valve.

Engine thermostat is abnormal.

··· Check and replace.

8-8 OIL IS MIXED IN DELIVERED AIR (oil not fully separated)
The machine is not installed on

··· Install it on level ground.
(allowable inclination is 10rforward /

level ground.

Delivered air pressure is low.

Compressor oil level is higher

backward and left / right directions)
··· Set the minimum pressure valve to
50 – 64 psi.
··· Confirm than the level is within the
specified range when the engine is

than the upper limit.

Drainage is larger than usual.
Filter orifice of the oil return
pipe is clogged.
Service valve(s) was opened soon

stopped.
··· Open the drain valve to extract drainage
in the oil chamber.
··· Check and clean the orifice.
··· Do not attempt to discharge through the
air outlet valve(s) soon after the engine

after the engine stopped.
Life of the oil separator has come
to an end.

stopped.
··· Replace.

8-9 COMPRESSOR AIR TEMPERATURE IS HIGH
Re-confirm surrounding conditions.

··· Reduce suction of exhaust gas.

Compressor oil filter is clogged.

··· Check and replace.

Fan belt is loose.

··· Check and retighten.

Oil cooler cores are clogged.

··· Check and Clean.

Compressor oil is low.

··· Replenish.

By-pass valve does not work correctly.

··· Check and replace thermostat valve.
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9. Long-term storage
When the machine is to be stored for a long period of time, choose a cool place
free from moisture and dust and observe the following points:
(1) Remove dirt clinging the machine and clean it thoroughly.
If painting has peeled off, it should be repaired.
(2) Remove the battery from the machine.
The battery should be charged completely before it is stored.
Battery will discharge by itself.
Recharge it once a month.
(3) If any defects are found, check and repair the machine so that it can be
used for future operation.
(4) For details of handling the engine, refer to the instruction manual for the
engine provided separately.
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10. Service data
10-1 Outline drawing
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10-2 Combined piping diagram
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10-3 Engine wiring diagram
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11. Noise Emission
This section pertains only to compressors distributed within the United States.

WARNING
TAMPERING WITH NOISE CONTROL SYSTEM PROHIBITED
Federal law prohibits the following acts or the causing thereof:
(1) The removal or rendering inoperative by any persons, other than for purposes of
maintenance, repair, or replacement, of any device or element of design incorporated
into any new compressor for the purpose of noise control prior to its sale or delivery
to the ultimate purchaser or while it is in use; or (2) the use of the compressor after
such device or element of design has been removed or rendered inoperative by any person.
Among those acts included in the prohibition against tampering are these:
1. Removal or rendering inoperative any of the following:
a.

the engine exhaust system or parts thereof

b.

the air intake system or parts thereof

c.

enclosure or parts thereof

2. Removal of any of the following:
a.

fan shroud

b.

vibration mounts

c.

sound absorption material

3. Operation of the compressor with any of the enclosure doors open.

Compressor Noise Emission Control Information
A. The removal or rendering inoperative, other than for the purpose of maintenance,
repair, or replacement of any noise control device or element of design incorporated
into this compressor in compliance with the noise control act;
B. The use of this compressor after such device or element of design has been
removed or rendered inoperative.


NOTE: the above information applies only to compressors that are built in
compliance with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
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Maintenance Log
COMPRESSOR MODEL  DIS-185SSI4F   
SERIAL NO.                
USER UNIT NO.              
UNIT IDENTIFICATION

DEALER OR DISTRIBUTOR FROM

Engine Make & Model :  ISUZU 4LE2T 

WHOM PURCHASED:

Serial No. :               

                   

Purchaser or Owner :           

                   

Address :                

Date Purchased :           

The Noise Control Act of 1972 (86 Stat. 1234) prohibits tampering with the noise control
system of any compressor manufactured and sold under the above regulations, specifically
the following acts or the causing thereof:
(1) The removal or rendering inoperative by any persons, other than for purposes of
maintenance, repair, or replacement, of any device or element of design incorporated into
any new compressor for the purpose of noise control prior to its sale or delivery to the
ultimate purchaser or while it is in use; or (2) the use of the compressor after such
device or element of design has been removed or rendered inoperative by any person.

Noise Emission Warranty
The manufacturer warrants to the ultimate purchaser and each subsequent purchaser that
this air compressor was designed, built and equipped to conform at the time of sale to
the first retail purchaser, with all applicable U.S. EPA Noise Control Regulations.
This warranty is not limited to any particular part, component, or system of the air compressor.
Defects in the design, assembly or in any part, component, or system of the compressor
which, at the time of sale to the first retail purchaser, caused noise emissions to exceed
Federal Standards are covered by this warranty for the life of air compressor. (40CFR204.58-1)

Introduction
The compressor for which this Maintenance Log is provided conforms U.S. E.P.A.
Regulations for Noise Emissions, to Portable Compressors.
The purpose of this book is to provide (1) the Maintenance Performance Schedule for all
required noise emission controls and (2) space so that the purchaser or owner can record
what maintenance was done, by whom where and when.
The Maintenance Schedule and detailed instructions on the maintenance items are given on
following page.
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Maintenance Schedule
ITEM
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

AREA
Compressed Air Leaks
Safety and Control Systems
Acoustic Materials
Fasteners
Enclosure Panels
Air intake & Engine Exhaust
Cooling Systems
Isolation Mounts
Engine Operation
Fuels & Lubricants

PERIOD
As detected
As detected
Daily
Daily
Daily
100 hours
1000 hours
1000 hours
See Operator’s Manual
See Operator’s Manual

A. Compressed Air Leaks
Correct all compressed air leaks during the first shutdown period after discovery.
If severe enough to cause serious noise problem and efficiency loss, shut down immediately
and correct the leak(s).

B. Safety and Control Systems
Repair or replace all safety and control systems or circuits as malfunction occurs.
No compressor should be operated with either system bypassed, disabled, or nonfunctional.

C. Acoustic Materials
Check these materials daily. Maintain all acoustic material as close as possible to its
original condition.
Repair or replace all sections that have: 1) Sustained damage, 2) Have partially separated
from panels to which they are attached, 3) Are missing, or have otherwise deteriorated
due to severe operating or storage conditions.

D. Fasteners
All fasteners such as hinges, nuts, bolts, clamps, screws, rivets, and latches should be
inspected daily for looseness.
They should be retightened, repaired, or if missing, replaced immediately to prevent
subsequent damage and noise emission increase.

E. Enclosure Panels
Enclosure panels should be inspected daily.
All panels that are warped, punctured, torn, or otherwise deformed, such that their noise
containment function is reduced must be replaced.
Doors, access panels, and hatch closures especially, should be checked and adjusted at
this time to ensure continuous seating between gasket or acoustic material and the mating
frame.
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F. Air Intake and Engine Exhaust
Engine and compressor air intake and engine exhaust systems should be inspected after
each 100 hours of operation for loose, damaged, or deteriorated components.
Repairs or replacements should be made before the next period of use.

G. Cooling Systems
All components of the cooling system for engine water and compressor oil should be
inspected every 1000 hours of use.
Any discrepancies found should be corrected before placing the compressor back in operation.
Unrestricted airflow over the radiator and oil cooler must be maintained at all times
during operation.

H. Isolation Mounts
Engine air end isolation mounts should be inspected after each 1000 hours of operation.
Those mounts with crack or splits in the molded rubber or with bent or broken bolts
due to operation or storage in severe environments should be replaced with equivalent
parts.

I. Engine Operation
Inspect and maintain engine condition and operation as recommended in the manuals
supplied by engine manufacturer.

J. Fuels and Lubricants
Use only the types and grades of fuels and lubricants recommended in the Operator
and Maintenance Manual and Engine Manual.
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MAINTENANCE RECORD FOR NOISE EMISSION CONTROL AND EXTENDED WARRANTY
ITEM NO.

DESCRIPTION OF WORK

HOUR METER

MAINT / INSPECT

LOCATION

WORK DONE

READING

DATE

CITY / STATE

BY (NAME)
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